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Dr. Dr., Fifth Edition. Already well-known around the united states and abroad, this fresh version is revised
and expanded with useful information on child rearing; updated over-the-counter medicines which may be
substituted for older ones no longer easily available. Denmark Said It! Helps maintain children out of the
doctor's workplace with nutritionally sound suggestions and healthy living habits. Denmrak, America's
longest practiced pediatrician - 73 years - ways of baby and child health care best described as holistic, with
moderate use of prescriptions only where self treatment isn't advised.
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greatest!!two nights of crying a bit, then SLEEPING DURING THE NIGHT!!!! I do not agree with
everything, but for a first time Mom I came across it helpful and we'd our little man on a schedule within the
first week of his life.!! The book was in great condition for being used. Tried it when my kid was 4 and 1/2
weeks old.. Best book for mom and dads to be This book served as helpful information for scheduling and
answering many other questions when it found all of our children.!Readable, I go back often. She did it right
away (compared to me starting a couple weeks after birth).! She is 7 months right now and does great
consuming and sleeping. It can help to understand shots as well. My good friend used her with all 5 of her
different children and it help all of them sleep.!!We buy it for all our friends; Certainly opened our eyes for
some of the drawbacks to the more recent thoughts of raising a child, for instance the recent
recommendations of sleeping a baby on her back. :) Good, old fashioned An absolute must have for all
young mothers. Solid, old-fashioned guidance from a old-college pediatrician. I purchased the book. Five
Stars Love love love Dr Denmark and her advise is indeed common sense. Denmark Said it Just what my pal
had in her home. Loved this book. The schedule was very useful.! Amazing! Five Stars I purchased this for
my cousin who just had a baby and she loves it! Great ideas, confirmed by time and wisdom from one of the
longest practicing pediatricians. Still expecting our baby, but the reserve has been great. first time parents,
third period parents, etc.! The book found its way to good condition and you will be well read since it is
approved through the generations of us. Highly recommend! VERY HELPFUL! She highly recommended
this book and it has been helpful in working with simple childhood health issues and family problems. Want
I'd had this publication when my kids were infants.. All 4 of ours were sleeping during the night within a
couple of months of coming home from a healthcare facility following her infant plan. We have really seen
the advantages of this book inside our family. I highly recommend this book to every parent to be. Dr.! I
really like this book. Good, previous fashioned, guidance. I've bought multiple copies of the previous
version (with the colours on leading) and handed them out to new-mother close friends. I found this "new"
copy when my second child was created and while 98% the same as the previous edition, it includes a few
extras. I recommend this book to all new moms...both kids sleeping during the night before 1mo of age, kid
in a schedule so mom has (some) sanity, and throughout great advice. Great Resource Book this was not my
first purchase of the book---I ordered it for my daughter --but , yes---I was very impressed with Dr Denmark
Said It, and I wanted to share it! God Bless The Hard Work Of This Gentle Woman She was focused on her
life's goal of loving children and teaching parents how to guidebook them from birth on.!!---great for new
mothers!! I had heard about her from everyone.
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